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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse, 
and your brain masseur–– 
[Bible Thump Alert] He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh… 
Get ready for your Brain Massage! 
[TRUTH] 
There's this song titled "Thunder is the Sound of God Laughing" 
— so, when you hear this — you understand! 
Watch, "Trump cancels CPAC at Last Minute" [Thunder] 
He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh—the Lord shall have 
them in derision. Hey, I realize we are rolling on past Super 
Tuesday and focused on the last Debate—but trust me, I've got 
some analysis of Super Tuesday you are going to want to hear—
then we'll take a look at Thursday's debate. 
Super Tuesday sorted some things out! The early primaries and 
caucuses are like the horses in the gates pawing and anxious to 
break out, gates open, and they clamor out onto the track jostling 
for position, and Super Tuesday is like when the horses settle into 
position for the first turn—Trump is still out front, but not nearly 
so far out there as the democrats voting for him hoped, with Cruz 
in a strong position to catch him, Rubio barely holding on while 
Kassich is fading fast, and Carson walking off the track—and I 
trust he will walk off with his honor intact for I would certainly 
like to seem him active in the next administration—Surgeon 
General? Really, a number of Cabinet positions would suit him. 
I liked him for VP a while back, and that's still a possibility, I 
think; but it looks like it'll go to Rubio—personally, I'm not real 
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thrilled about that, but it would be something I could live with. It 
reminds me of the day Reagan announced G.H. Bush as his 
running mate—if I remember correctly, I was sitting in my car 
with a friend and we were talking while listening to the 
announcement, and as soon as he named Bush, I said, that he 
would undo whatever Reagan did but we can hope for at least 8 
years—turned out Bush 1 did a better job than I expected, but he 
did not carry on the Reagan revolution in earnest—backed up on 
some important areas and we ended up losing it to Clinton. 
Okay, I'm going to offer an in depth analysis of Super Tuesday 
results.  
First, the raw numbers in the delegate count. Remember that the 
GOP candidate needs 1,237 delegates to take the nomination. So, 
with Trump in the lead with 319 delegates, you can see we have a 
lot of track ahead of us before anyone can call this race. Especially 
with Cruz coming up on his rear with 226 delegates, less than 100 
delegates behind Trump. 
Rubio has 110, and so he is 209 delegates behind Trump, and 116 
delegates behind Cruz — so that pretty much makes it a Trump vs. 
Cruz race. 
Kassich is basically out of the running with only 25 delegates, but 
apparently, he insists on hanging on through Ohio. Risky! If he 
loses his own State, that could do some permanent damage. And 
Carson, as you have heard by now, has walked off the track. Or has 
he? It's interesting what you get to know about these guys during 
their trial of fire called the primaries. I would never have expected 
Carson to be so — well, equivocating, almost crawfishing in his 
actions of late. Not moving straight forward, but moving sideways 
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— he was done when it became apparent he had no clue when it 
came to foreign policy issues — okay, so he was not ready for the 
office of President, I said that about Carson from day one — but I 
did not know he would have so much emotional difficulty with 
losing that he could not man up to the cause for Constitutional 
Conservatism, concede, and give his support to the conservative 
that most closely shares his vision for America, which would be 
Cruz. And I don't want to consume my limited time with sorting 
out what happened between him and Cruz, I've already addressed 
that and nailed it. The idea that Cruz "Lynched" Carson is theatre 
of the absurd. The dark prince of the air set that one up! 
Perhaps the reason Carson has not simply stated in a straight 
forward way that he is done is because he wants to make his point 
with his CPAC address — remember, I'm putting this together on 
Friday am and so he has not given his speech yet. I expect him to 
formally withdraw from the race at CPAC, or to announce a 
determination to continue on leading his "movement" to keep their 
"message" before the people—which would be a very lame thing 
to do, since his "message" is virtually identical to that of Cruz. But 
from what I've seen of Carson lately, frankly, it would not surprise 
me. Someone speculated that he is so petty and ego driven he'll 
give his support to Trump, or barter a deal with the "deal maker" 
before he would give his support to Cruz. If he does, then I'll have 
to admit I was very much deceived about him being a man of 
character and principle. 
Now let's examine these numbers more closely. You've heard me 
say—and I know us talk show types always like to make a case for 
getting it right and calling it before the other guys (hahah). I guess 
I'm no different—but it really doesn't matter! Fact is, like others, 
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after me —hehe—I'm convinced Trump is a Demoncrat red 
herring who is purposely attempting to hijack the GOP nomination 
to ensure the Demoncrats remain in power—because Obama has 
so totally blown it for them. With Trump, you've got Obama 
White, with Hillary, you've got what the Dems consider to be 
Obama right—in either case, you've got an extension of 
Obamatics. More on that in a moment. 
Proof? Well, as I pointed out a while back, Democrats are crossing 
over to vote for Trump, but it's not like it was with Reagan. The 
Reagan democrat was fed up with the Socialist tendencies and the 
Democratic parties embrace of godlessness, and cultural 
degradation. Many of them, like Reagan, and like my dad, by the 
way, felt the Democratic Party had left them, they could no longer 
recognize themselves in that Party—so they switched to Reagan. 
The Trump Dems are not fed up with the Democratic Party, perse', 
no doubt some of them are angry at "politics as usual," and 
responding to the anger Trump is stirring up, but if you are 
listening to the Dems who are crossing over to vote for Trump, 
they are total liberals—why are they crossing over and voting for 
Trump in these Open primaries? 
Did you know that 20,000 Democrats in Massachusetts switched 
party affiliation to the GOP in order to participate in the primary? 
Why would they do this? Can't Democrats vote in the GOP 
primary in Massachusetts? Yes, but ONLY IF THEY WERE 
PREVIOUSLY UNAFFILIATED WITH ANY PARTY. These 
Democrats switched specifically so that they could participate in 
the GOP primary in Massachusetts — one of the most liberal 
States in the Union. You know they did not vote for Cruz. DON'T 
BE FOOLED by this. It is a strategy (not to say conspiracy) to get 
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Trump nominated. Hillary wants to face TRUMP, not Cruz. Trump 
has SAID he and Hillary and Bill are "great friends" — he said 
that. Either he was lying then, or he is lying now—you pick! He 
met with Hillary before he announced, and I am totally convinced 
this is a scam—the CON MAN is running a CON on the American 
people. And Trump's CHUMPS and Donald's DUPES are falling 
for it. 
It's exactly as I predicted. Trump will do well in all OPEN 
PRIMARIES and a close analysis will show that it will be because 
of crossover Dems—voting in the GOP primary. 
What States has Trump lost to Cruz? Those that allow only 
registered Republicans to vote for a GOP candidate—with one 
exception, his home State of Texas. 
Think about that. There are a total of 21 States that have an open 
primary for the GOP nomination. About half of these were part of 
Super Tuesday (9) and with open primaries of New Hampshire and 
S. Carolina out of the way, over half of the open States have voted. 
All the States involved in Super Tuesday were OPEN 
PRIMARIES except, are you ready for this? The only two States 
that have CLOSED PRIMARIES, meaning that only registered 
Republicans can vote in the GOP primary, are Alaska, and 
Oklahoma. Even with Sarah Palin stumping for Trump—Alaska 
went for Cruz over Trump. It was a narrow victory, but he won, 
even with their beloved Sarah, politically speaking, tramping for 
Trump. (I mean politically, not — you know what I mean.) 
He also beat out Trump in Oklahoma by 6 points, which is 
respectable—but, admittedly, troubling considering how 
conservative Oklahoma is reputed to be. So, I'm not saying Trump 
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has no support among conservatives—I've addressed that, and it's 
disturbing how many who identify as conservative are buying in to 
the CON— 
However, my point is that consistently, Cruz beats Trump in closed 
primaries.  
You might say, well, hey, Cruz won Texas which is an open 
primary State—but that's Cruz' Home State — and over all, Texas 
trends conservative. The point is that it would be much more 
difficult for crossover Democrats overwhelm the GOP ballots 
where there are a large number of conservatives voting. In more 
liberal States, where fewer conservatives are voting, it's much 
easier to influence the GOP primary, and that's exactly what is 
happening. So, for Cruz to beast Trump 44% to 27% percent in an 
open primary State is huge, even if it is Texas. 
Now, follow closely class, because the closer you look at this the 
more obvious it becomes what is happening.  
Many liberal Dems are crossing over to vote for Trump, because 
they see the handwriting on the wall for the Dems in this election 
cycle and consider Trump an acceptable alternative — so if they 
can get Trump in, then they have a democrat on both tickets—it's 
brilliant, as I brought out before—the wicked are "wiser in their 
own generation than the children of light" — they understand how 
the rebellious kingdoms of man operate but the children of light 
don't understand how God's kingdom works. So here is the game 
plan of the prince and power of the air. Get a Socialist liberal on 
both tickets—a democrat on both tickets, and then in the general 
election the Dems can vote for Hillary, secure that if Hillary loses 
they can live with a Trump presidency—THAT'S WHAT'S 
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GOING ON, MAN, DON'T DOUBT ME ON THIS (tip-O-the hat 
to Rushbo) 
That CONservative Trump is depending on Dem cross over votes 
to win the nomination. No question the guy is smart—most Con 
artists are.  
Let's study Super Tuesday results even more deeply. Pay attention 
class. Notice this. 
Look at the States where Trump won big. First, virtually every 
case, they were OPEN PRIMARIES in Blue States. (I'll address 
the exceptions in a moment—hold on.) 
For example, the States where Trump bested Cruz by 10 or more 
points are Alabama, Georgia, Massachusetts, Tennessee, Vermont 
and Virginia. Only two of these are solid red States. 
Massachusetts, Vermont, and Virginia are big liberal States 
(Virginia has experienced a huge migration of Californians, it's 
being called the New California, and has turned that State blue). 
Georgia is a purple State—with more blue than red, that means it 
leans Democrat. 
It should not escape our notice that these liberal States chose 
Trump over Cruz by over 10 percentage points each.  
The exceptions are solid red States Alabama, and Tennessee. I 
want to be delicate here, but let's just say there is a reason Trump 
hesitated to denounce proud white racist David Duke out right, but 
had to be pressed into it, and there is a reason David Duke 
endorsed Trump, and there might be a relationship between these 
facts and Trump's support in those States  since they are known to 
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be struggling with strong anti-black sentiment. White racism is 
strong in those two States. 
Tennessee is considered the most white racist State in the Union, 
and Alabama is not far behind—the KKK are strong and active in 
both States. I hope you can handle some simple honesty here, and 
appreciate this deep analysis. 
Trump pretends his ear piece malfunctioned when asked the 
question about Duke's endorsement, pretending he did not know 
about David Duke—I think he had to clear his denouncing of Duke 
with his "people" before he could do it safely. Notice, for example, 
Duke has not withdrawn his endorsement. 
Now with the CON man Trump — it's not about racism, it's about 
POLITICS AS USUAL, you ninnies — thank you Levin! 
So, Cruz has won every closed primary so far. He has come very 
close to Trump in every Red State open primary, except Alabama 
and Tennessee. Open primary BLUE States go for Trump by 10 
points or more—hmmmm! 
Now, one more look at the results of Super Tuesday, to appreciate 
why Cruz is so optimistic and why Rubio said, flatly, Trump is not 
going to get the nomination. 
If you add Cruz and Rubio votes together and call it the 
conservative vote, Trump loses big—check it out! 
Alabama - Trump 43, conservatism 40. Arkansas, Trump 33%, 
conservatism 56%. Georgia, Trump 39, conservatism 48. 
Massachusetts, Trump 49, conservatism 28. Tennessee, Trump 39, 
conservatism 46. Vermont, Trump 33, conservatism 29. Virginia, 
trump 35, conservatism 49. 
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In other words, Trump barely beat conservatism in Alabama, and 
unsurprisingly trumped conservatism in liberal Massachusetts, and 
Vermont. And it's almost certain this is in large part because of 
Demoncrat cross over voters.  
It's going to take a little more time for this to shake out—but let's 
hope Cruz and Rubio figure out what has to be done here sooner 
rather than later. 
Sunday night is going to be a blistering expose on exactly what has 
to happen among God fearing patriots to win this battle for the 
helm of this ship of state! Hold on through the break. I'll be right 
back. 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at 
the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
Okay, the eleventh GOP debate should have settled it for every 
conservative. If what you want for President is a stylish quip 
master—vote Rubio. (That yoga quip—was clever—and he dances 
around big bully Trump like Cassius Clay danced around big Joe.) 
If you want a bombastic blow-hard, bully con artist—vote Trump. 
If you want someone who would make a great Secretary of State, 
who has a good grasp on foreign affairs but weak on Constitutional 
issues and domestic concerns—vote Kassich. But hands down, I 
agree with Rush on this one, hands down, on substance, on broad 
knowledge covering every issue, with detailed plans that there is 
no question will get the job done on every concern we face today 
— It's CRUZ, baby, It's CRUZ all the way. 
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Everything Trump supporters think they are getting with Trump, 
they will get with Cruz. Trump is conning them, and if he becomes 
President, you are going to hear weeping, wailing, and gnashing of 
teeth — just like the 5,000 people he conned with his Trump 
University con.  
Wow, where to start. I've already addressed Trump's dismissal of 
Cruz' claim that he is the only one who can beat Trump. It's typical 
Trumping — very superficial, but easy for Donald's dupes to 
follow. I won 10, he won four or five. Go back over my first 
segment, where I blow that out of the water. 
And Rubio gets credit for setting Trump's record straight—he 
brought out the fact that two-thirds of the people who cast a vote in 
the primaries thus far have voted against TRUMP. He is winning 
ONLY BECAUSE the conservative vote is divided between Cruz, 
and Rubio, mostly, and then Kassich and Carson, and the rest that 
are still on the ballots but have dropped out. 
He also gets points for pointing out the truth that Trump is not a 
conservative—in fact, Trump is the biggest CONservative ever.  
I was also heartened to see Rubio reach out to Ted a few times and 
vice versa. 
I don't have time to go over it in detail, but listen, Cruz knocked it 
out of the park every time he was given a policy question, and, to 
change my metaphor, he actually did a great job at tagging 
Trump's glass jaw with some great jabs followed up by a few 
hooks and upper cuts along the way too.  
The glass jaw of Trump (his record) is cracked, and some more of 
this, it'll shatter. 
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Chris Wallace asked Cruz to explain how his plan to abolish the 
IRS and implement a flat tax will work logistically. That is, for 
example, who will collect the taxes, who will make certain taxes 
are paid properly, and so on? 
Cruz answered—no glittering generalities like, Trump, "oh, it'll 
work, me tell you, and hey, they'll pay—it'll be great, and my poll 
numbers are way above these other guys, especially above that 
little guy over there." (Anyone still supporting Trump after he 
dropped his pants and showed his arrogant dairy air to the world, 
there is only one thing to say, your one of Donald's Dupes, you are 
one of Trump's Chumps—that's all I can say. Anyway, Cruz 
answered the question. 
He told us he has rolled out his tax plan in precise detail. And he 
has. It's on his site, tedcruz.org. He said Americans will be able to 
file their taxes on a postcard. He said "if you want to actually see 
the postcard, see all the details, you can find them on our Web site. 
It's tedcruz.org." 
He said, "When he we get rid of all the corporate welfare, all the 
subsidies, all the carve-outs in the IRS code, it dramatically 
simplifies it. And under Obama, the IRS has become so corrupt 
and so politicized we need to abolish it all together." As for how 
will taxes be collected and tax laws enforced, and so on, he said 
"there will still be an office in the Treasury Department to receive 
the postcards but it will be dramatically simpler." 
And then he took it to Trump. And he weighed in with substance 
on an exchange that went on earlier between Wallace, Trump, and 
Rubio. Cruz said, 
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"In between all of the insults, let me point out the specificity that 
was lacking. It's very easy to say, 'Let's cut waste, fraud, and 
abuse.' I've rolled out a detailed plan to cut $500 billion in federal 
spending, specifying exactly what I would cut." And he has, by the 
way! 
And I thought his assessment of Trump supporters, that is the 
conservatives who are supporting Trump, was spot on: 
"I understand the folks who are supporting Donald right now. 
You're angry. You're angry at Washington, and he uses angry 
rhetoric. But for 40 years, Donald has been part of the corruption 
in Washington that you're angry about." [HALLELUJAH] 
(APPLAUSE) 
And he went on to say, "You're not going to stop the corruption in 
Washington by supporting someone who has supported liberal 
Democrats for four decades, from Jimmy Carter to John Kerry to 
Hillary Clinton. You're not going to stop the corruption and the 
cronyism by supporting someone who has used government power 
for private gain. Instead, we need a president who stands with the 
American people." 
And, folks, this is a very important point. His RECORD, his 
RECORD his RECORD. And Trump, of course, comes off with 
this "All of a sudden, I hear for 40 years I've been involved in 
Washington." And then he goes on about supporting politicians on 
all sides, Democrats, Republicans, liberals, conservatives. And he 
did this because, he said, "I wasn't a politician…" Without saying 
it, he says he supported these politicians for business interests—he 
was buying favor with the politicians—he admits this, and yet his 
supporters are okay with that. But later in the debate, Cruz does a 
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masterful job of coming back at this and laying solid blow upon 
the glass jaw of Trump: 
When Kelly directed the question to immigration, later on, and put 
the question before Cruz in such a way as would embarrass him. 
We all know Cruz stood with Senator Jeff Sessions in his fight 
against illegal immigration and amnesty—yet Sessions has 
endorsed Trump, so Kelly asks, "If voters want Jeff Sessions-style 
immigration policies, isn't their choice rather clear?"  
I loved Cruz's response—her implication was clear, Trump would 
be their choice—but his response was great—"Yes, their choice is 
very clear. IF YOU LOOK TO THE ACTUAL RECORD—" 
[HALLELUJAH] 
And then he laid in on Trump—and anyone who has any sense at 
all should have seen that he had Trump in the corner actually 
ducking into the blows. 
Cruz says, "Donald mentioned a moment ago that he was just 
doing business when he was writing checks to liberal Democrats. 
But that's not, in fact, the checks he was writing." He continued, 
"Listen, we could all understand if you write a check to a city 
commission because you're looking for a zoning waiver on 
building a building. That may be corrupt, but you could 
understand real estate developers doing that." Wow, good shot, 
Cruz. Excellent point—that is CORRUPTION. Buying politicians 
to gain favors for deals is CORRUPTION. Trump answers later 
and says he is involved in, what was it, 120 deals overseas—oh, 
really? He quickly throws in, "I hope to be able to stop very soon 
and let my children handle it" ARE YOU LISTENING? Great! His 
kids will have the PRESIDENT in their POCKET while doing 
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their international DEALS—Donald buys politicians for 
business—and you don't think he is buying the Presidency? 
Cruz went on! Explaining that Donald no doubt practiced 
corruption politics—but that his contributions show a pattern of 
support for Democrats that are clearly for political interests and not 
merely personal, or professional interests. He gives examples, 
"Donald Trump supported Jimmy Carter over Ronald Reagan. 
Donald supported John Kerry over George W. Bush. If you don't 
like Obamacare, Donald Trump funded Harry Reid and Nancy 
Pelosi taking over Congress to pass Obamacare." 
And here is another question for ducking Donald—if you bought 
these politicians for personal and professional gain—UH, WHAT 
DID THESE PEOPLE DO FOR YOU! I think we have a right to 
KNOW! 
Cruz continued: "On immigration, if you don't like amnesty, if you 
don't like the Gang of Eight, Donald Trump funded five of the 
eight members of the Gang of Eight $50,000." So if he did not like 
their politics, but wanted to establish some favors — what were the 
favors he hoped to get? 
Then he took it to the glass jaw again: "And let's talk about this 
election. The choice Republican primary voters are making is who 
is best prepared to stand up to Hillary Clinton and beat Hillary 
Clinton. Donald Trump has written checks to Hillary Clinton not 
once, not twice, not three times. Ten times. And four of those 
checks were not to her Senate campaign. It wasn't that she was the 
New York senator and it was a cost of doing business. It was to her 
presidential campaign. 
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Donald Trump in 2008 wrote four checks to elect Hillary Clinton 
as president." 
Cruz then addresses the Donald directly: So I'd like to ask Donald, 
why did you write checks to Hillary Clinton to be president in 
2008? It wasn't for business. And how can you stand on a debate 
stage now with her and say you don't think she should be 
president?" 
Everything is Awesome! — wow! And the Donald comes back 
with "Actually, it was for business. It was. It was. It was for 
business." Unbelievable! On the national stage the candidate many 
of you are all excited about supporting, admitted to BUYING 
POLITICAL FAVORS FOR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL 
GAIN. And then, here is where he tells us he is, right now, 
engaged in, and it was 120 deals outside of the United States, and 
that he intends to turn this over to his kids while he is President. 
He has openly admitted that he buys politicians for professional 
favors to help his business interests—think about this. His kids are 
going to have their dad in the office of president, a dad who has 
admitted that he buys politicians for professional favors to help his 
business interests. 
And then, on the issue of immigration, did you hear Trump admit 
his big talk about immigration is a negotiating trick of advancing a 
high number expecting to negotiate it down? I'm short on time, but 
get the transcript or listen again if you missed it. It's right there.  
I definitely join those calling for Trump to release the audio 
recordings of his "off the record" talk with the New York Times. 
Even on the debate stage he essentially admitted that yeah, he 
"might" have said something like, "you've got to deal" — wake up! 
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This man obviously has no moral center or any ideological center 
for that matter. 
It's Obama all over again. Obama told us who he is in his book, 
Dreams From My Father — Trump has told us who he is in his 
book, The Art of the Deal. And he is playing America by the book. 
In that book he praised a tactic in negotiating in which you play to 
people's fantasies—get them emotionally identifying with you, and 
then you can sell them anything. 
And right then, HE ACTUALLY DOES IT ON STAGE WITH 
THIS QUESTION. Watch what he does, and then I'll have to 
close. But watch this. 
Kelly presses him on this but about whether Trump is not actually 
following his own advice in his book and "playing to people's 
fantasies" as a tactic to get them on his side. Watch how he 
answers this—watch how he turns it around, goes straight to his 
hot button issue and plays to the fantasies of his support base: 
"I'm not playing to anybody's fantasies, I'm playing to the fact that 
our country is in trouble, that we have a tremendous problem with 
crime. The border is a disaster, it's like a piece of Swiss cheese. 
We're going to stop it, we're going to stop people from coming into 
our country illegally. We're going to stop it." 
And the crowd erupts in applause and cheering, why, because WE 
ALL AGREE WITH HIS ASSESSMENT OF THE PROBLEM—
perfect example! He put on display exactly what's going on with 
his campaign. The guy is a CON ARTIST — and you are being 
conned, America. Wake up. Because the fact is, Cruz has 
committed himself to do something about every one of these 
things, BUT HE ACTUALY HAS A PLAN TO GET IT DONE. 
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Now, I actually did not get to my point this time—so I'll address it 
Sunday night at the Lighthouse—He That Sitteth In The Heaven's 
Shall Laugh—[laughter]—look, we have fasted and prayed that 
God would raise up a godly man who would tell the truth and do 
what is right for the country. Cruz is God's answer to that prayer. 
So, if we end up with Trump, it's no one's fault but our own. Let's 
talk about it, Sunday night, 6 pm, at the Lighthouse.  
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 
know if you see them. You say LIGHTS ON if you see the 
LIGHTS ARE ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the 
warning, (essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or 
you say LIGHTS ARE OFF –– which means you reject what I’m 
saying and disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, 
lights on, or lights off? 
Call 1-888-770-8000, that’s 1-888-770-8000 and leave a message 
on our listener response hotline, it’s a free call to anyone within the 
Continental US. From outside the country, or for those who prefer 
it, you can email me by going to our web site at 
thebrainmassageshow.com. That’s thebrainmassageshow.com. 
If you are in a hurry, you can give me a lights-on or a lights-off 
and then hang up. If you will, please leave a message, tell me what 
you think of the show, positive or negative, either way. 
God bless you. God save America! I’ll see you in Church. 
 


